Departure from Fadalto (TV) Location Laghi Blu, May 19,
2019 at 09:00. We skirt the right bank of the Dead Lake
up to cross Borgo Piccin; from there we take a short
path in the direction of Borgo Simoi and then continue
on a slight slope along the Troi dei Pali to reach Croda
Rossa.
We climb through the meadows of Croda Rossa up to
the trail called CAI 985, which will take us to the first
refreshment point in Borgo Collon (Km 6.5); you go up
just a little beyond the last houses (CAI 985), up to the
junction marked for the path / mule track towards Col
Formigher. We continue slightly uphill to Casera
Schiocchet (ruins), where we find the fork for the GR 26
(km8) that will lead us on the path called "croda del
nonno".
We climb by crossing the forest firebreaker, we continue
always in moderate ascent to the path of the "croda del
nonno" up to "Casere Olanda" (graft with the path CAI
985). We follow the forest cart (CAI 985) to Forcella
Zoppei (12 km, water point): from here alternate the dirt
road and the path TV1, sharing the route with the
athletes of the GR 98 and the GR 49 up to the Refuge
Col Visentin (Km 14, solid-liquid refreshment). Then a
short section on the TV1 ridge up to a well-marked
crossroads: slightly downhill we take the dirt road that
will take us to the Capanna Bristot (Km 16,6).
We continue following the signs GR 26 up to the Brigata
Alpina Cadore refuge (Km 17.3); from here, along path
TV1, a long descent awaits us to share with the GR98 and
GR 49 up to Borgo Caloniche (Km 22) where the last
refreshment will be set up.
Still 4 km all flat (CAI path 1045) divide us from the
arrival: we coast the Dead Lake and we reach the finish
line of the Fadalto Loc. Laghi Blu (Km26).

